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Abstract
We study the collider phenomenology of the minimal unified version of the su-
persymmetry breaking scheme called Tree-level Gauge Mediation. We iden-
tify a peculiar source of gaugino mass non-universality related to the nec-
essary SU(5)-breaking in the light fermion mass ratios and a gaugino mass
sum rule at the GUT scale, 3M2 + 2M3 = 5M1, which represents a smoking
gun of this scenario, together with the known tree-level sfermion mass ratio
m˜dc,l =
√
2 m˜q,uc,ec . The boundary conditions of the soft SUSY breaking
terms can be parameterised in terms of six relevant parameters only (plus
the sign of the µ-parameter). We analyze the parameter space and define
three benchmark points, corresponding to the three possible NLSPs, a bino-
or wino-like neutralino or the stau. The LSP is the gravitino as in gauge
mediation. For these benchmark points we show possible signatures at the
LHC focusing on the Razor variable. We also comment on the Higgs mass.
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Figure 1: The U(1) massive vector superfield V communicates supersymmetry breaking
associated to
〈
Z
〉
= Fθ2 to the observable field f at the tree level.
1 Introduction
The aim of this paper is to spell out the LHC phenomenology of a simple, unified
realization of the tree-level gauge mediation (TGM) supersymmetry breaking scheme [1,
2]. In TGM, supersymmetry breaking takes place as usual in a hidden sector and is
communicated at the tree level to the MSSM fields by means of superheavy vector fields
associated to a broken U(1) gauge group. TGM therefore requires an extension of the
Standard Model (SM) gauge group GSM to at least GSM × U(1). The (non-anomalous)
extra U(1) is spontaneously broken at a high scale M . The corresponding vector field V
acquires a mass MV = gM , where, g is the U(1) gauge coupling. If both the observable
superfield f and the supersymmetry breaking field Z,
〈
Z
〉
= Fθ2, are charged under
U(1), V plays the role of the supersymmetry breaking messenger, as in Fig. 1. At the
scale M , the sfermion f˜ acquires a soft mass given by
m˜2f =
g2XfXZ |F |2
M2V
, (1)
where Xf and XZ are the charges of f and Z under U(1). This simple way to commu-
nicate supersymmetry breaking is particularly suited to realize a simple, complete, and
viable model of dynamical supersymmetry breaking [3].
It is tempting to consider U(1) as part of a grand unified group G ⊃ GSM×U(1). In
this case the U(1)-breaking scale M is expected to be near the GUT scale, M ∼MGUT.
The minimal-rank choice for the grand unified group is then G = SO(10)1 [1, 2], al-
though higher rank groups such as E6 can also be considered [4]. The minimal choice is
particularly interesting, as it gives rise to definite, peculiar predictions for the sfermion
mass ratios. In this case, in fact, the U(1) mediating supersymmetry breaking is asso-
ciated to a well defined SO(10) generator. The sfermion charges are then known up to
a normalization factor, see Table 1, and their squared tree-level masses, proportional to
the U(1) charges, are predicted (up to an overall scale factor), as in eq. (1). The embed-
ding of the extra U(1) into a Grand Unified group guarantees that the U(1) quantum
numbers are the same for all families (barring flavour dependent embeddings [1, 2]),
thus leading to a solution of the supersymmetric flavour problem. Note that in standard
gauge mediation, a messenger scale as high as M ∼ MGUT could spoil such a solution
1The other possibility, SU(6) turns out not to be phenomenologically viable.
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of the flavour problem, as the flavour-anarchical supergravity contributions to the soft
terms would only be suppressed by a relatively mild factor ((4pi)2MGUT)
2/(g2MPl))
2,
where g2/(4pi)2 is the gauge mediation loop factor. In our case, instead, the supergravity
contributions are suppressed by the much stronger factor (M2GUT/M
2
Pl)
2, which is small
enough to make them harmless [1].
In this paper, we study the LHC phenomenology of such a minimal unified setup,
taking into account some notable theoretical subtleties which turn out to relate the
gaugino mass ratios to the flavour structure of the SM fermions.
2 Field content and lagrangian
In order to study the TeV phenomenology of the model we only need to consider the
lagrangian below the SO(10) breaking scale. The matter field content (separated from
the Higgs field content by an R-parity RP ), consists of three 16i + 10i, whose SM
decomposition is given in Table 1. The lower case fields are (in first approximation)
the light ones. The Si are SM singlets, they may get mass at the non-renormalizable
level. The other capital letter fields get mass through SO(10) breaking. They consist
of two pairs of vectorlike fields, Dci + D
c
i and Li + Li for each family i = 1, 2, 3 and
they play the role of messengers of minimal gauge mediation. We assume that only
the light doublet components hu, hd of the Higgs fields survive below the GUT scale
(see [2, 5] for an example of how to achieve that). If the SO(10) Higgs sector contains
only representations with dimension d < 120 (10, 16+16, 45, 54), the doublets can only
belong to 10, 16, 16 representations. To be general, we allow them to be superpositions
of the doublets in those representations. That is why their X charge is not specified in
Table 1. The goldstino superfield Z can in principle also have a (smaller) component in
a 16, see section 3.2.
Whatever is the dynamics above the SO(10) breaking (GUT) scale, the lagrangian
below that scale can be accounted for by the most general SM and R-parity invariant
lagrangian for the fields in Table 1. We first give a general parameterization of the latter,
which is useful to incorporate radiative corrections through RGEs, then we show how
that lagrangian is determined by the few relevant parameters of the model through the
boundary conditions at the GUT scale.
The lagrangian below the GUT scale involves terms corresponding to the usual MSSM
interactions and terms involving the extra heavy fields. Correspondingly, the superpo-
tential is
W = WMSSM +WTGM +WS , (2)
where WS depends on the singlet fields Si and is not relevant for our purposes (as long
as R-parity is not spontaneously broken), and
WMSSM = λUu
cqhu + λDd
cqhd + λEe
clhd + µhuhd
WTGM = λˆDD
cqhd + λˆEe
cLhd +MDDcD
c +MDdDcd
c +MLLL+MLlLl .
(3)
4
Field SO(10) SU(3)C SU(2)L U(1)Y U(1)X RP
qi 16i 3 2 1/6 1 -1
uci 16i 3 1 -2/3 1 -1
dci 10i 3 1 1/3 2 -1
li 10i 1 2 -1/2 2 -1
eci 16i 1 1 1 1 -1
Si 16i 1 1 0 5 -1
Dci 16i 3 1 1/3 -3 -1
Dci 10i 3 1 -1/3 -2 -1
Li 16i 1 2 -1/2 -3 -1
Li 10i 1 2 1/2 -2 -1
hu 10, 16, 16
′
1 2 1/2 – +1
hd 10, 16, 16
′ 1 2 -1/2 – +1
Z 16 1 1 1 5 +1
Table 1: TGM field content. The SO(10) representation to which the different super-
fields belong and their SM quantum numbers are shown, together with the charge under
U(1)X , the SO(10) subgroup mediating supersymmetry breaking at the tree level, and
their R-parity. The Higgs fields hu and hd can belong to different SO(10) representa-
tions, which is why we do not specify their U(1)X charges. The field Z is the source of
supersymmetry breaking.
The terms Ll and Dcdc are supposed to be absent at the GUT scale but arise in the
RGE running [5], as shown in the appendix B.4. The SUSY breaking lagrangian is
LSB = LAMSSM + LATGM + LmMSSM + LmTGM + LgMSSM , (4)
with
−LAMSSM = AU u˜cq˜hu +ADd˜cq˜hd +AE e˜c l˜hd +Bhuhd + h.c.
−LATGM = AˆDD˜cq˜hd + AˆE e˜cL˜hd +BDD˜cD˜c +BDdD˜cd˜c +BLL˜L˜+BLlL˜l˜ + h.c.
−LmMSSM = m2huh†uhu +m2hdh
†
dhd +m
2
q q˜
†q˜ +m2uc u˜
c†u˜c +m2l l˜
† l˜ +m2dc d˜
c†d˜c +m2ec e˜
c†e˜c
−LmTGM = m2DcD˜c†D˜c +m2DcD˜c
†
D˜c +m2LL˜
†L˜+m2
L
L˜
†
L˜+ (m2DdD˜
c†d˜c +m2LlL˜
† l˜ + h.c.)
−LgMSSM =
1
2
Maλaλa + h.c. .
(5)
In the above equations we have suppressed the flavour indexes. The terms including the
supersymmetry breaking source Z have also been omitted, but we will discuss them in
section 3.2.
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3 The parameters of the model
In this section, we define the parameters of the model and show how they determine the
lagrangian at the GUT scale. The TeV-scale lagrangian will then be obtained as usual by
RGE running, for which we provide analytical formulas and a numerical implementation
in softSUSY [6].
The section is divided in two parts. In section 3.1 we collect and discuss the relevant
parameters of the model. This first part contains all the information needed for the
phenomenological analyses in the subsequent sections 4 and 5. In the remainder of the
section, we discuss the details of the determination of the spectrum in terms of those
parameters (and others), in particular the generation of sizeable A-terms due to the
built-in matter-messenger couplings. This second part can be skipped on first reading.
3.1 Relevant parameters
Let us discuss the parameters that essentially determine the spectrum. They are:
m10 , θu , θd , M1/2 , r , tanβ , sign(µ) . (6)
Additional parameters are involved in the determination of the detailed flavour structure
of the lagrangian in eqs. (3–5), but they have a marginal effect on the TeV spectrum.
We will discuss them in Section 3.2.
Let us discuss the parameters in eq. (6) in turn. The parameter m10 is the common
tree-level mass of the MSSM sfermions belonging to a 10 of SU(5), q˜, u˜c, and e˜c. All
sfermion masses are determined (at the tree level) by m10 through eq. (1):
m˜2q = m˜
2
uc = m˜
2
ec = m
2
10 , m˜
2
l = m˜
2
dc = 2m
2
10 , with m
2
10 =
1
10
F 2
M2
. (7)
The factor 2 is a prediction of the minimal unified realization of TGM. It arises because
the squared sfermion masses are proportional to their charges under the U(1) mediating
supersymmetry breaking (see Table 1). The sfermion masses originate at the scale M ,
which we identify with MGUT. Here and in the following we will assume that F/M is
real.
The Dc, Dc, L, and L soft masses are subdominant with respect to the much larger
supersymmetric masses MD, ML in the superpotential and, as the parameters m
2
Dd, m
2
Ll,
are not relevant in our results. For completeness, they are given at the GUT scale by
m2Dc = m
2
L = −3m210, m2Dc = m
2
L
= −2m210 , m2Dd = m2Ll = 0. (8)
The angles 0 ≤ θu, θd ≤ pi/2 account for the possibility that the light MSSM Higgs
hu and hd are superpositions of doublets in different SO(10) representations. Given
the embedding of MSSM fields in Table 1 (and up to non-renormalizable contributions),
the up and down quark Yukawa couplings λUu
cqhu and λDd
cqhd in eq. (3) must come
from the SO(10) interactions 161610H and 101616H respectively
2. Therefore, hu
2We can assume without loss of generality that 10H is the only 10 representation of SO(10) containing
hu and 16H is the only 16 representation of SO(10) containing hd.
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must have a component in 10H and hd must have a component in 16H . The simplest
possibility is that this is it. On the other hand, to be general, we can consider the
possibility that hu has also a component in a 16 and hd in a 10 (there are no further
possibilities as we only consider SO(10) representations with dimension d < 120). In
this case we use the angles θu and θd to measure the size of the Higgs components in the
different representations:
10H ⊃ cos θuhu + . . . 16H ⊃ sin θdhd + . . . . (9)
In the “pure” case in which the light Higgs doublets are contained in the 10H and 16H
only, their U(1)X charges are given by: Xhu = −(Xq+Xuc) = −2, Xhd = −(Xq+Xdc) =
−3. The charges are negative because the MSSM Yukawas must be U(1)X invariant and
the sfermions must have positive charges. Their soft masses are therefore negative at
the tree level. In the general case, we have instead
m2hu = (−2 cos2 θu + 3 sin2 θu)m210 and m2hd = (2 cos2 θd − 3 sin2 θd)m210 (10)
and the soft masses can both be positive or negative at the tree level.
The gaugino masses are generated at the one-loop level by the couplings of Dc, Dc, L,
L, which act as messengers of minimal gauge mediation, to the supersymmetry breaking
source [1, 2]. They are determined in terms of the parameters M1/2 and r according to
M1/2 =
M2 +M3
2
, r =
M2
M3
(GUT scale) , (11)
with M1 given by the sum rule
M1 =
3
5
M2 +
2
5
M3 (GUT scale) . (12)
Note that r = 1 corresponds to universal gaugino masses. Largely non universal masses
can arise for r 6= 1, despite SO(10) unification, as will be discussed in more detail in
section 3.3. As a consequence, i) small values of r can make the Wino lighter than
the Bino and ii) the measurement of non-universal gaugino masses satisfying the sum
rule (12) can be considered as another smoking gun of minimal unified TGM. The
dependence of the gaugino mass parameter ratios M2/M1 and M3/M2 on r at the SUSY
breaking scale scale is shown in figure 2.
As usual, tanβ can be traded for the B parameter in eq. (5) and sign(µ), together
with the EWSB condition, determine the µ parameter.
Eqs. (7,8,10–12) determine the boundary conditions of all the soft parameters except
the MSSM A-terms and the parameters of LATGM. The latter, as the heavy field soft
terms, are not relevant in our results. The MSSM A-terms are instead of course rele-
vant. Usually in gauge mediation it is assumed that the visible sector has only gauge
interactions with the hidden sector and hence no A-terms are generated at the one-loop
level. This is not the case in unified TGM, where the MSSM fields and the minimal
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Figure 2: Dependence of the gaugino mass parameter ratios M2/M1 and M3/M2 eval-
uated at the SUSY breaking scale on the parameter r. The wino mass term M2 is lighter
than the bino mass term M1 for r . 0.3.
gauge mediation messengers lie in the same SO(10) multiplets, so that the messenger-
messenger-Z coupling generating gaugino masses are accompanied by matter-messenger-
Z couplings generating non-vanishing A-terms at the messenger scale. Such A-terms are
rather model-dependent, as their values depend in the detailed form of the SO(10) la-
grangian and on the implementation of doublet-triplet splitting in the Higgs sector. We
will specify the prescription we use for the A-terms in section 3.4.
3.2 Heavy chiral messengers and marginal parameters
In this subsection and in the next ones, we provide the details of the determination
of the spectrum in terms of the relevant parameters and introduce additional physical
parameters that have a marginal effect on the spectrum.
Let us begin with the scale M at which the U(1)X subgroup of SO(10) is broken and
the sfermion masses are generated, and their RGE evolution begins, which is expected
to lie near the GUT scale. The TeV-scale predictions have only a mild (logarithmic)
dependence on the precise value of M . We therefore set M = MGUT in our numerical
results.
The spectrum below the GUT scale contains the MSSM fields and the extra heavy
fields Dc + Dc and L + L. Such fields play an important role in the determination of
the TeV-scale lagrangian. In fact, their coupling to supersymmetry breaking generates
gaugino masses at the one loop. Moreover, their presence at high scale affects the
running of the MSSM parameters. In order to compute the low energy spectrum, it is
therefore necessary to know their masses and their couplings to supersymmetry breaking
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and MSSM fields.
Since the Dc, L and Dc, L fields belong to different SO(10) representations, they
acquire masses through SO(10) breaking, specifically through the vev of the SM singlet
components of a 16 + 16, denoted by M > 03. We expect M to be of the order of
the GUT scale, M ∼ MGUT and denote by rGUT ≡ M/MGUT their O (1) ratio. It is
therefore convenient to write the mass terms in eq. (3) as
MDijD
c
iD
c
j +M
L
ijLiLj = h
D
ijMD
c
iD
c
j + h
L
ijMLiLj . (13)
The couplings hD, hL arise from the SO(10) superpotential [1, 2]
W2 = hij16i10j16+ h
′
ij16i10j16
′ +
yij
2
16i16j10+W
NR
2 (14)
after substituting the vevs of the 16. In the SO(10) limit, hD = hL = h. Corrections to
the above relations can originate from the non-renormalizable part of the superpotential,
WNR2 . From eq. (14) it also follows that the mixing parameters MdD and MlL in eq. (3)
vanish at the GUT scale at the renormalizable level, and are therefore set to zero at that
scale:
MdD = 0, MlL = 0 (GUT scale) . (15)
Non vanishing values are generated by the RGE running between the GUT and the
messenger scales, as no unbroken quantum number distinguishes the dc, l fields from the
Dc, L ones.
Supersymmetry breaking must be provided by the F -term vev of the SM singlet
component of spinorial representations of SO(10), which are however forced by gauge
invariance not to coincide with 16, 16 (see the discussion in [2]) and will therefore be
denoted by 16′, 16′. In order to obtain positive tree level sfermion masses, the F -term
of the 16′ must be larger than the one of the 16′ [2]. We will then assume for simplicity
that only the SM singlet component of the 16′ field, Z, gets an F -term vev F . As
|F |  M2, the field Z should be included in the effective lagrangian below the GUT
scale defined by equations (2–5). The relevant terms are the superpotential couplings
WZ = h
′D
ij ZD
c
iD
c
j + h
′L
ij ZLiLj . (16)
The couplings h′D, h
′
L arise from the SO(10) superpotential in eq. (14) after substituting
the F -term vev of 16′. In the SO(10) limit, h′D = h
′
L = h
′. For simplicity, we will neglect
the flavour structure of the matrices hD, hL, h
′
D, h
′
L and consider only the diagonal
elements, assuming that, as in the case of the SM Yukawa couplings, the deviation from
the diagonal form, i.e. the breaking of the individual flavour numbers, is small. In such
a case, the flavour structure we are neglecting does not significantly affect the collider
observables we are interested in. Eqs. (13) and (16) then involve six new parameters
each. The latter are related to the MSSM down quark and charged lepton Yukawa
couplings, as discussed in detail in appendix A. As shown there, the simplest possible
3The D-term condition for the U(1)X forces the two vevs to be equal in absolute value, up to negligible
SUSY breaking effects. M can be taken positive without loss of generality.
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prediction for the messenger mass parameters hD,L, which arises in the hypothesis of
minimal Higgs embedding, 16H = 16, is that they are proportional to the corresponding
SM Yukawa couplings (in the presence of heavy Higgs triplets, this hypothesis gives rise
to a predictive scheme for leptogenesis [7]):
hD = λD/ sin θd hL = λE/ sin θd. (17)
We expect in this case the couplings hDi,Li , and therefore the messenger masses, to
follow the same hierarchy as the corresponding fermion masses, with the first two family
of messenger significantly lighter than the third one. The prediction in eq. (17), however,
can receive corrections if the light Higgs fields have also a component in the 16′, 16′.
Moreover, the SO(10) relations between SM fermion and messenger couplings in eqs. (17)
might receive corrections from the same sources of SO(10) breaking needed to fix the
GUT prediction for the light fermion mass ratios, i.e. to differentiate λD and λ
T
E . In
order to be general, we therefore modify the relations in eqs. (17) by introducing new
parameters cDi , cLi , i = 1, 2, 3,
hDi = cDiλ
D
i / sin θd h
L
i = cLiλ
L
i / sin θd, (18)
whose relation with the fundamental parameters of the theory is discussed in Ap-
pendix A. The choice cDi,Li = 1 in eq. (18) corresponds to the minimal setting in
eqs. (17). We have checked that our TeV scale predictions have a very mild (logarith-
mic) dependence on O (1) variations of the parameters cDi,Li . Therefore, we set them
to a reference value of 0.1 in most of the numerical results below, while keeping the
possibility to give them an arbitrary value in our codes.
As for the couplings to supersymmetry breaking h′Di and h
′
Li
, they are conveniently
traded for the parameters γDi , γLi defined by
γDi ≡
(
h′Di
hDi
)
MDi
γLi ≡
(
h′Li
hLi
)
MLi
, (19)
where the couplings are supposed to be evaluated at the corresponding heavy field mass
scale MDi = hDiM , MLi = hLiM . In the next section we will show how the above
parameters enter the determination of gaugino masses. For the time being, it suffices to
note that the 6 parameters γDi , γLi , and therefore the couplings h
′
Di
, h′Li , are determined
in terms of M1/2, r (which determine, as we will see, the two averages γD ≡ (
∑3
i=1 γDi)/3
and γL ≡ (
∑3
i=1 γLi)/3), and the four ratios
rDi = γDi/γD, rLi = γLi/γL, i = 1, 2. (20)
Again, the four parameters rDi , rLi can be expected to be of order one and we have
checked that our TeV scale predictions have a very mild dependence onO (1) variations of
those parameters. Therefore, we set them to 1, unless otherwise stated, in the numerical
results below, while keeping the possibility to give them an arbitrary value in our codes.
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The Yukawa couplings λˆD and λˆE in eq. (3) are related to the up-type quark Yukawa
couplings by the relations
λˆD = λˆE =
cos θd
cos θu
λU (21)
at the GUT scale, where we neglected possible contributions from non-renormalizable
operators, as they are liklely to only affect the small couplings of the first two families,
which are not relevant for our purposes.
To sum up, in this section we have specified the GUT scale boundary conditions for
all the parameters in eq. (3). The Yukawas λU , λD, λE are determined at low energy
by the SM fermion masses, and λˆD, λˆE from GUT scale relations. The messenger
masses MD,L are specified by eqs. (13,18) while the parameters MdD, MlL are set to
zero at the GUT scale. The µ parameter is determined by the EWSB condition and
the specification of its sign. The parameters in eq. (16) will be determined in the next
section by eqs. (19,20,25,26) together with eq. (11).
3.3 Gaugino masses in greater detail
In the remainder of this section, we will discuss in greater detail the determination of
the soft terms.
As mentioned, gaugino masses are generated, as in minimal gauge mediation (MGM),
at the one loop level because of the coupling of the supersymmetry breaking field Z to
the heavy Dc, Dc, L and L fields, which play the role of chiral messengers of SUSY
breaking.
While in MGM both the supersymmetric and supersymmetry breaking messenger
masses come from the same Yukawa couplings, the ones to the spurion, here they are
associated to two independent sets of couplings, the ones to U(1)X breaking, hD,L,
and the ones to supersymmetry breaking, h′D,L. This opens the possibility to enhance
gaugino masses by means of the ratio of the couplings. In this section we show how such
features are implemented in the SO(10) model under consideration, taking into account
possible SO(10) breaking effects, and we point out a possible source of non minimality
of gaugino masses, accounted for by the parameter r in eq. (6).
Gaugino masses can be expressed in terms of the messenger masses and couplings
to SUSY breaking in eqs. (13) and (16). The six vectorlike chiral messengers, Dci + D
c
i
and Li +Li, i = 1, 2, 3, have masses MDi = hDiM and MLi = hLiM respectively. Their
scalar components get supersymmetry breaking mass terms given by h′DiF and h
′
LiF .
The contributions of the i-th family of messengers to the gaugino masses Ma, a = 1, 2, 3,
are then
MDia =
αa(MDi)
4pi
bDa γDi
F
M
(scale MDi) M
Li
a =
αa(MLi)
4pi
bLa γLi
F
M
(scale MLi),
(22)
where bD = (2/5, 0, 1), bL = (3/5, 1, 0), and the parameters γDi, γLi are defined in
eq. (19). Each of those contributions arise at the scale of the corresponding messenger
and the gauge couplings in eqs. (22) are supposed to be evaluated at that scale, which is
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different for each contribution. The individual contributions in eqs. (22) can be formally
obtained from the one loop running from the GUT scale of the hypothetical values
MDia =
αa(MGUT)
4pi
bDa γDi
F
M
MLia =
αa(MGUT)
4pi
bLa γLi
F
M
(GUT scale), (23)
where now the gauge couplings are supposed to be evaluated at the GUT scale, while
γD and γL are still given by eq. (19). At the GUT scale, the individual contributions in
eqs. (23) can be summed to give
Ma = 3
αa(MGUT)
4pi
(
2
bDa + rb
L
a
1 + r
)
γ
F
M
(GUT scale), (24)
where r is a ratio and γ is the average of the six parameters defined in eq. (19):
r =
∑3
i=1 γLi∑3
i=1 γDi
, γ =
1
6
( 3∑
i=1
γDi +
3∑
i=1
γLi
)
. (25)
We can conveniently trade the parameter γ in terms of the more useful4
M1/2 ≡ 3
αGUT
4pi
γ
F
M
, (26)
and thus obtain the parameterization of gaugino masses in terms of M1/2 and r in
eqs. (11) and the sum rule in eq. (12). As stressed above, those relations are valid at
the GUT scale only in the sense that the gaugino masses at the scales at which they are
actually generated and below can be obtained by running the formal GUT scale values
with one loop RGEs.
The gaugino mass parameters M1/2 can well be of the order of the tree level stop
mass m10, despite it is generated at the one loop level [1]. This is in part due to the fact
that F/M =
√
10m10, giving a factor 3
√
10 enhancement of the loop suppressed value
M1/2 ≡
αGUT
4pi
(3
√
10 γ)m10 . (27)
And it is in part due to the fact that the unknown factor γ, being essentially a ratio of
presumably hierarchical Yukawa couplings, can easily be larger (or smaller) than 1.
The gaugino masses obtained in this way are potentially non universal at the GUT
scale, without any conflict with gauge coupling unification, if the parameter r is different
from 1. Let us close this section by discussing how concrete is such a possibility. The
SU(5) gauge symmetry, if unbroken, would force γDi = γLi and r = 1. On the other
hand, the possibility that r 6= 1 is plausible because SU(5) is broken and the same SU(5)
breaking corrections needed to make λD 6= λE can as well make hD 6= hL and h′D 6= h′L,
so that γDi 6= γLi and r 6= 1. Note that even in the limit in which the SU(5) breaking
effects are small and only affect significantly the small Yukawa couplings of the first
families, the effect on r can be sizeable. In fact, the ratio of the small Yukawa couplings,
potentially significantly different from 1, enters the r parameter with the same weight
as the ratio of the third family Yukawas.
4If gauge couplings do not unify one should use (α2(MGUT) + α3(MGUT))/2 instead of αGUT.
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3.4 Trilinear terms
The MSSM trilinear terms in eq. (5) are generated through one loop graphs at the scale
at which the heavy Dc, Dc, L and L are integrated out. In the region of the parameter
space where the messenger masses are well below the GUT scale, the loops generating
the A-terms are dominated by the contribution of the messengers, with the contribution
of fields living at the GUT scale suppressed by their higher mass. In such a scase, the
trilinears have the following form
AU = AucλU + λUAq + λUAhu ,
AD = AdcλD + λDAq + λDAhd ,
AE = AecλE + λEAl + λEAhd .
(28)
More precisely, the contributions induced by the coloured messengers Dc and Dc are
Aq(MDi) = −
1
(4pi)2
γDiλˆ
2
Di
F
M
, (29a)
Ahd(MDi) = −
3
(4pi)2
γDiλˆ
2
Di
F
M
, (29b)
Al(MDi) = Adc(MDi) = Auc(MDi) = Aec(MDi) = Ahu(MDi) = 0 , (29c)
while the one induced by L and L are
Aec(MLi) = −
2
(4pi)2
γLiλˆ
2
Ei
F
M
, (30a)
Ahd(MLi) = −
1
(4pi)2
γLiλˆ
2
Ei
F
M
, (30b)
Al(MLi) = Adc(MLi) = Auc(MLi) = Aq(MLi) = Ahu(MLi) = 0 . (30c)
Note that only the third family A-terms are non negligible, as the first and second family
ones are suppressed by powers of small Yukawa couplings. This solves the supersym-
metric CP problem.
On the other hand, if tanβ is largish and/or θd is small, the third family messenger
masses can be close to the GUT scale. This possibility is particularly interesting, as it
corresponds to third family Yukawa couplings of order 1 in the microscopic theory at
the GUT scale. In fact, let us remind that MDi,Li ∼ hDi,LiM ∼ hDi,LiMGUT, with the
third family expected to be largest. Therefore, MD3,L3 ∼ MGUT requires hD3,L3 ∼ 1.
In such a case, the suppression of the bottom and the tau mass compared to the top
one is due either to a small vev of hd (large tanβ) or a small component of hd in 16H
(small θd, see eq. (9)). This can be seen from eq. (18) with cD3,L3 ∼ 1, which gives
mb,τ = vλb,τ cosβ ∼ vhb,τ sin θd cosβ ∼ v sin θd cosβ, where v ≈ 174 GeV. From the
point of view of the A-terms, the case with the third family of messengers close to the
GUT scale is interesting because the contribution to the A-terms of fields with GUT
scale masses is comparable to the one from the third family of messengers, and can
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significantly enhance them. For example, the SU(5) representations 10 and 1 in the
16 or 16′ will contribute to the A-terms through their couplings to the matter fields in
eq. (14).
As mentioned, the contribution of the GUT-scale fields to the A-terms is quite model-
dependent, as it depends on the detailed form of the SO(10) lagrangian and on the
implementation of doublet-triplet splitting in the Higgs sector. Still, a realistic estimate
can be obtained by using the renormalizable part of the superpotential in eq. (14) and
by assuming that all the components in 16 and 16′ are at the same scale as the third
family messengers. In such a case, the A-terms can be written as (neglecting corrections
from non-renormalizable operators)
AU = AucλU + λUAq + λUA
(u)
y , (31a)
AD = AdcλD + λDAq + λD(A
(d)
y +Ah +Ah′) , (31b)
AE = AecλE + λEAl + λE(A
(d)
y +Ah +Ah′) , (31c)
where the individual contributions read
Aq(MDi) = −
1
(4pi)2
h′i
hi
(
2
(
hi
2 + h′i
2
)
+ yi
2
) F
M
, (32a)
Auc(MDi) = −
1
(4pi)2
h′i
hi
(
hi
2 + h′i
2
+ 2yi
2
) F
M
, (32b)
Adc(MDi) = −
1
(4pi)2
h′i
hi
2
(
hi
2 + h′i
2
) F
M
, (32c)
Al(MDi) = −
1
(4pi)2
h′i
hi
3
(
hi
2 + h′i
2
) F
M
, (32d)
Aec(MDi) = −
1
(4pi)2
h′i
hi
3
(
hi
2 + h′i
2
) F
M
, (32e)
A(d)y (MDi) = −
3
(4pi)2
h′i
hi
yi
2 F
M
, (32f)
A(u)y (MDi) = Ah(MDi) = Ah′(MDi) = 0 , (32g)
Aq(MLi) = −
1
(4pi)2
h′i
hi
(
hi
2 + h′i
2
+ yi
2
) F
M
, (32h)
Auc(MLi) = −
1
(4pi)2
h′i
hi
2
(
hi
2 + h′i
2
) F
M
, (32i)
Adc(MLi) = −
1
(4pi)2
h′i
hi
2
(
hi
2 + h′i
2
) F
M
, (32j)
Al(MLi) = −
1
(4pi)2
h′i
hi
(
hi
2 + h′i
2
) F
M
, (32k)
Aec(MLi) = −
1
(4pi)2
h′i
hi
2yi
2 F
M
, (32l)
A(d)y (MLi) = −
1
(4pi)2
h′i
hi
yi
2 F
M
, (32m)
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Q qi u
c
i d
c
i li e
c
i hu hd
c
(1)
Q 1/60 4/15 1/15 3/20 3/5 3/20 3/20
c
(2)
Q 3/4 0 0 3/4 0 3/4 3/4
c
(3)
Q 4/3 4/3 4/3 0 0 0 0
Table 2: Quadratic Casimirs for the low energy superfields.
A(u)y (MLi) = −
1
(4pi)2
h′i
hi
yi
2 F
M
, (32n)
Ah(MLi) = −
1
(4pi)2
h′i
hi
hi
2 F
M
, (32o)
Ah′(MLi) = −
1
(4pi)2
h′i
hi
h′i
2 F
M
. (32p)
In our numerical analysis we will use for definiteness the above expressions.
3.5 Two loop level contributions to sfermion masses
The coupling of the chiral messengers Dc, Dc, L and L to SUSY breaking, eq. (16), gives
rise to the well known MGM two loop contributions to sfermion masses. In this section
we give their expressions in our model. As the chiral messengers have supersymmetric
masses hDiM and hLiM and supersymmetry breaking mass terms given by h
′
DiF and
h′LiF , the contributions to sfermion masses, as the ones to gaugino masses, depend on
the parameters γDi and γLi and can be similarly ehanced. We have in fact
(m2Q)MGM =
∑
i
(m2Q)MGM(MDi) + (m
2
Q)MGM(MLi)
= 2
[(
c
(3)
Q
α23(MDi)
(4pi)2
+
2
5
c
(1)
Q
α21(MDi)
(4pi)2
)
γD
2
i
+
(
c
(2)
Q
α22(MLi)
(4pi)2
+
3
5
c
(1)
Q
α21(MLi)
(4pi)2
)
γL
2
i
](
F
M
)2
,
(33)
where c
(a)
Q is the quadratic Casimir of the sfermion Q˜ (or Higgs Q) relative to the
gauge interaction a, as in Table 2. The parameters γDi,Li(F/M) are determined by the
parameters M1/2, r, rDi, rLi, i = 1, 2 through eqs. (20), (25) and (26).
On top of the usual MGM contributions, soft masses receive also two loop con-
tributions because of messenger-matter mixing. Sizeable contributions arise only for
third family sfermions (and Higgses). All in all the corrections are (remember that
|F/M |2 = 10m210)
(4pi)4δm2q3 =
(
7
30
g21 +
3
2
g22 +
8
3
g23 − 3λˆ2D3 −
1
2
(λ2E3 + λˆ
2
E3)
)
λˆ2D3γ
2
D3
(
F
M
)2
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+
1
2
λ2D3 λˆ
2
E3γ
2
E3
(
F
M
)2
(34a)
(4pi)4δm2l3 =
(
3
2
λˆ2D3λ
2
E3γ
2
D3 + 2λ
2
E3 λˆ
2
E3γ
2
E3
)(
F
M
)2
(34b)
(4pi)4δm2d =
(
6λˆ2D3λ
2
D3γ
2
D3 + λˆ
2
E3λ
2
D3γ
2
E3
)( F
M
)2
(34c)
(4pi)4δm2e3 =
(
9
5
g21 + 3g
2
2 − 4λˆ2E3 − 3(λ2D3 + λˆ2D3)
)
λˆ2E3γ
2
E3
(
F
M
)2
+ 3λ2E3 λˆ
2
D3γ
2
D3
(
F
M
)2
(34d)
(4pi)4δm2u3 =
(
λ2U3 λˆ
2
D3γ
2
D3
)( F
M
)2
(34e)
(4pi)4δm2hd =
(
7
10
g21 +
9
2
g22 + 8g
2
3 − 9λˆ2D3 −
3
2
(λˆ2E3 + λ
2
U3)
)
λˆ2D3γ
2
D3
(
F
M
)2
+
(
9
10
g21 +
3
2
g22 − 2λˆ2E3 −
3
2
λˆ2D3
)
λˆ2E3γ
2
E3
(
F
M
)2
(34f)
(4pi)4δm2hu =
3
2
λˆ2D3λ
2
U3γ
2
D3
(
F
M
)2
. (34g)
4 Analysis of the parameter space
Let us now discuss the parameter space of the model. As pointed out in section 3.1, the
relevant parameters to be specified are m10, M1/2, r, tanβ, sign(µ), θu and θd. Let us
begin from a discussion of the allowed range for the angles θu, and θd.
4.1 Allowed ranges of θu and θd
Two constraints have to be taken into account: reproducing the SM fermion masses
and EWSB. Since the top Yukawa coupling is essentially given by λt = y3 cos θu, see
appendix A, we should have cos θu = O (1), if y3 has to be kept perturbative and possibly
of order one, as λt. Which means that cos θu should be sizeable, with the maximal value
cos θu = 1 also allowed. Similarly, as the bottom Yukawa coupling is given by sin θd
times a combination of couplings that we expect not to be much larger than 1 (see
appendix A), we should have sin θd & λb = mb/(cosβv) ∼ 10−2 tanβ. In summary we
have
cos θu ∼ O (1)
sin θd & 10−2 tanβ
(35)
from the requirement of perturbativity of the couplings generating the SM fermion
masses.
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Figure 3: Constraints on θu and θd from proper breaking of the EW symmetry and
perturbativity. The figure has been obtained for tanβ = 10, m10 = 1.8 TeV, M1/2 =
600 GeV, r = 1. Also shown are the approximate constraints in eq. (37) (dotted lines).
The angles θu and θd also enter the EWSB conditions through the tree level expression
for the Higgs soft masses. In order for EWSB to take place for a given value of tanβ
(and MZ), the following two conditions have to be satisfied:
m2hd −m2hu tan2 β
tan2 β − 1 ≥M
2
Z/2
(m2hd −m2hu)
tan2 β + 1
tan2 β − 1 +M
2
Z > 0 .
(36)
For moderately large values of tanβ and in the typical fine tuned situation in which
|m2hu |  M2Z , the latter conditions become m2hu . 0 and m2hd − m2hu & 0. The cor-
responding constraints on θu and θd can be obtained in analytical form in the limit
in which eqs. (54) hold (a typical fine tuned scenario with moderately large tanβ and
sfermions heavier than gauginos):
cos2 θd +
(
1− ρ
2
)
cos2 θu &
6
5
− ρ
2
cos2 θu &
3/5− ρ/2
1− ρ/2 . (37)
Finally, some values of cos θu and cos θd may not be allowed even if the constraints in
eq. (36) hold, for example because some particle becomes tachyonic.
The constraints on θu and θd from proper EWSB should be merged with the ones
from fermion masses (eqs. (35)). The constraint θu = O (1) is automatically satisfied
once eqs. (36) hold, while the constraint on θd in eqs. (35) cuts an additional thin stripe
of parameter space close to the cos2 θd = 1 axis. The overall constraint one gets in
the cos2 θu–cos
2 θd plane is shown (for fixed values of the other parameters) in figure 3.
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Figure 4: The SUSY spectrum of a point with a Higgs mass of 125 GeV, calculated
with our modified version of the softSUSY package [6]. The decays are depicted by the
dashed grey arrows, which are scaled with the respective BR calculated via SUSY-HIT
[11]: only BRs greater than 0.1 are shown. The point corresponds to m10 = 1.5 TeV,
cos θu = 0.9, cos θd = 0.9, γ = 16.7, r = 1, rD1,2 = rL1,2 = 0.3, tanβ = 10, sign(µ) = +.
.
The allowed points with cos2 θu near the left vertical bound (where m
2
hu
changes sign)
correspond to smaller |m2hu | and therefore relatively smaller fine-tuning. We see from the
figure that a pure embedding of the MSSM up Higgs in the 10H (with no component in
16H , cos θu = 1) is allowed, while the down Higgs must have a mixed embedding, with
components in both the 16H and 10H . A component in the 16H is needed to obtain
non vanishing down quark masses (at the tree, renormalizable level), while a component
in the 10H is necessary for a correct EWSB.
4.2 A 125 GeV Higgs
In standard gauge mediation it is not easy to accommodate a rather heavy Higgs boson
with a mass of about 125 GeV, as indicated by the recent evidence [8, 9]. Such a mass
needs in fact moderately large tanβ and a rather heavy SUSY scale or large trilinear
couplings, see, e.g. [10]. In standard gauge mediation it is usually assumed that the
messengers have only gauge interactions with the SM fields and hence the trilinear
couplings are strongly suppressed at the messenger scale. RGE running does give rise to
a non-negligible contribution to the A-terms, but not large enough [12]. Sizeable trilinear
terms can be generated by introducing superpotential messenger matter interactions.
However, the latter potentially spoil the flavour universality of the soft terms, one of the
main motivations for gauge mediation models (see however [13, 14, 15]).
Things are different in our setup. Sizeable trilinears are generated because the mes-
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sengers unavoidably have Yukawa couplings to the MSSM fields, as we discussed in sec-
tion 3.4. Such trilinears arise at the one loop level but they turn out to enjoy a potential
enhancement by the same parameter γ enhancing gaugino masses. Moreover, because
of the SO(10) relations between them, the flavour structure of the messenger matter
couplings is dictacted by the SM Yukawas. As a consequence, they do not spoil the
solution of the supersymmetric flavour problem offered by our framework. A spectrum
reproducing a light Higgs of 125 GeV is shown in figure 4.
Alternatively the Higgs mass can be increased above the MSSM values in the pres-
ence of a mixing with a SM singlet chiral field S, as in the NMSSM [16]. In MGM,
such a SM singlet would have vanishing soft mass at the messenger scale, as it does
not couple to SM gauge interactions. This is not necessarily the case in TGM, as the
soft masses are generated by U(1)X gauge interactions. Depending on the SO(10) em-
bedding of the Shuhd interaction lifting the Higgs mass, such a singlet could acquire a
positive, vanishing, or negative soft mass. In fact, let us remind that hu can be em-
bedded into a 10 or a 16, while hd can be embedded into a 10 or a 16. We therefore
have 4 possibilities for the SO(10) embedding of the Shuhd interaction: 1S10hu10hd ,
16S16hu10hd , 16S10hu16hd , 1S16hu16hd (where 1S can be substituted by 45S or 54S
without affecting our conclusions). The soft terms of the singlet S is correspondingly
given by m˜2S = 0,−5m210, 5m210, 0. If the soft mass is negative, a vev for the S field (and
a solution for the µ problem) can be induced. In the following, we will take into account
the possibility of an NMSSM-like extra contribution to the Higgs mass. However, we
will not enter the model building details associated to the possible presence of a NMSSM
singlet in the TeV scale spectrum, leaving them to forthcoming studies.
4.3 NLSP
In TGM models, the Lightest Supersymmetric Particle (LSP) is the gravitino. The
cosmology of the model is therefore determined first of all by the nature of the Next to
LSP (NLSP) which has a lifetime of hundreds of picoseconds in our benchmark points.
The cosmology of such a NLSP is a interesting subject on its own and was studied before
elsewhere [1, 17] so that we will not discuss it here further. The NLSP turns out to be
a neutralino or the stau, depending on the region of the parameter space. Whether the
lightest neutralino is bino like or wino like is essentially determined by the parameter r,
as illustrated by figure 2. When r & 0.3, the NLSP is either a bino like neutralino or
a stau, while when r . 0.3 the NLSP is either a wino like neutralino or a stau. Figure
5 shows the part of the parameter space in which the NLSP is a neutralino (violet) or
a stau (light blue). On the left panel, r = 1 and the neutralino is bino like, while on
the right panel r = 0.2 and the neutralino is wino like. The remaining parameters are
tanβ = 10, cos θu = 0.9, cos θd = 0.9, sign(µ) = 1. The figure shows that the NLSP is a
neutralino in most of the parameter space. On the other hand, a stau stripe is present
in both cases. This is because the upper left boundary of the parameter space is due
to the stau becoming tachyonic. A stau NLSP can therefore be obtained in a region
close enough to that boundary. The regions in which the lightest coloured particle is the
lightest stop or the gluino are separated by a dotted line. Finally, the ratio of left and
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Figure 5: Nature of the NLSP in the allowed m10–M1/2 parameter space for tanβ = 10,
cos θu = 0.9, cos θd = 0.9, sign(µ) = 1, and r = 1 (a) or r = 0.2 (b). The NLSP is a
neutralino in the violet region and a stau in the light blue region. The violet region
corresponds to a bino like neutralino in the left panel (a) and to a wino like neutralino
in the right panel (b). The regions in which the lightest coloured particle is a stop or a
gluino are separated by a black dotted line. Also shown is the ratio m2e˜L/m
2
e˜R
of left and
right handed squared selectron masses (white yellow lines).
right handed squared selectron masses is also shown (dashed white lines). As a peculiar
prediction of the minimal SO(10) TGM scenario, that ratio is predicted to be two at
the tree level. A calculable deviation from two is induced by loop corrections due to
RGE running and minimal gauge mediation effects. The figure shows the prediction for
the m2e˜L/m
2
e˜R
mass ratio, including the radiative correction. In the Bino NLSP case, the
radiative corrections have a smaller impact (up to 10%) on the tree-level value, while in
the Wino case, the impact can reach 20–30%.
In the light of the discussion above, we will consider three representative points in
the parameter space in which the NLSP is a bino like neutralino, a wino like neutralino
or a stau.
4.4 Three benchmark points
TGM models can provide a variety of signatures at the LHC. The nature of the NLSP
and its long lifetime dictate the phenomenology. When the neutralino is the NLSP,
a classical CMSSM-like phenomenology: colored sparticles are produced in the colli-
sion. The subsequent cascade generates events with missing transverse energy, jets, and
possibly leptons. The decay of the NLSP to gravitino happens outside the detector.
When the NLSP is a charged particle (e.g. staus), SUSY could be found looking for
heavy stable charged particles (HSCP). This kind of signature usually implies a dedicated
reconstruction of the HSCP, which crosses the detector layers out of time with respect to
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Point m10 in TeV cos θu cos θd γ r tanβ sign (µ)
Bino 1.0 0.9 0.9 15 1 10 +1
Wino 0.55 0.9 0.9 20 0.2 10 +1
Stau 0.8 0.9 0.9 35 1 35 +1
Table 3: TGM parameters for our three benchmark points with the NLSP as specified
and for the point with the light Higgs mass of about 125 GeV.
the other particles (being slower). One then needs to connect different hits in different
bunch crossings. At the same time, just looking at the collision bunch crossing (as it is
done in the standard reconstruction) one typically fails to reconstruct the HSCP. The
rest of the SUSY event will then look like a typical event with MET, as in the case of
neutralino NLSP.
The phenomenology changes whenever the squarks and gluons are above the TeV.
The squark-squark cross section becomes negligible for the luminosity collected by LHC
for the first run. The main production mechanisms are gluino-squark and gluino-gluino.
This implies that, despite the 3rd generation squarks being the lightest, their production
is not dominant. The production of charginos and neutralinos (ewkinos) is suppressed by
the coupling but enhanced by the low mass and it could become the dominant production
mechanism. The detection of these events is challenging for the LHC experiments, when
the ewkinos are close in mass and only soft particles are produced in the decay. The
SUSY production with associated jets is then the most effective process to access these
events, for instance with a monojet or a dijet analysis.
We consider three benchmark points with different NLSP, to highlight the main
phenomenological implications with specific examples. Let us discuss their main features
before entering the details of collider searches.
4.4.1 Bino NLSP benchmark point
The case in which the NLSP is a bino like neutralino is the most common one if r is not
too small. As figure 5 shows, the m2e˜L/m
2
e˜R
ratio is typically within 10% of the tree-level
prediction, even for a relatively light spectrum.
In the case of the benchmark point we choose, corresponding to the spectrum in
figure 6, the typical final states at the LHC are characterized by a large presence of
b-enriched final states accompanied by multileptonic signals. The b quarks and leptons
largely come from the electroweak decays of the charginos and neutralinos down to the
NLSP. The gaugino mass separation allows the interesting possibility that the lightest
Higgs is produced in cascade decays, as the χ02 → χ01H decay is kinematically allowed, in
turn characterized by the subsequent on-shell decay to b quark pairs. Because of the large
MET associated to the NLSP, which escapes detection before decaying to the gravitino,
the characteristic feature of such models would be the presence of both SUSY signatures
and the Higgs boson in the same event. The latter situation makes it profitable to
consider such a scenario both with inclusive and exclusive dedicated searches as we shall
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Figure 6: The SUSY spectrum of the benchmark point with bino NLSP calculated with
our modified version of the softSUSY package [6]. The decays are depicted by the dashed
grey arrows, which are scaled with the respective BR calculated via SUSY-HIT [11]: only
BRs greater than 0.1 are shown. The point corresponds to m10 = 1.0 TeV, cos θu = 0.9,
cos θd = 0.9, γ = 15, r = 1, tanβ = 10, sign(µ) = +.
see in the following.
4.4.2 Wino NLSP benchmark point
The case in which the NLSP is a wino like neutralino usually leads to a heavier spectrum
than obtained in the bino case. The tree-level prediction m˜2l = 2m˜
2
ec , m˜
2
dc = 2m˜
2
q,uc
gives rise to a separation between two groups of soft masses in the light families of both
the slepton and squark sector. The inverted hierarchy between the two lightest gaugino
masses, M2 < M1, makes the lightest chargino and the lightest neutralino approximately
degenerate, as they have both mass M2 before EWSB. This makes the decay into the
NLSP particularly soft and makes the decay χ02 → χ01H kinematically forbidden, unlike
what discussed in the bino NLSP case. From this point of view, it is then comparatively
more profitable to use semi- and full-leptonic channels, because of the absence of H → bb
in the decay chain.
4.4.3 Stau NLSP benchmark point
The gaugino masses are determined by the parameter M1/2, while the sfermion masses
(at the tree level) are associated to m10. For larger M1/2/m10, one therefore expects
the NLSP to be the lightest sfermion, i.e. the lightest stau. This is the case, but only
in a small portion of the parameter space, as the radiative corrections to the stau mass
proportional to the gaugino masses can make the stau leptons heavier than the gauginos
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Figure 7: The SUSY spectrum of the benchmark point with wino NLSP calculated
with our modified version of the softSUSY package [6]. The decays are depicted by the
dashed grey arrows, which are scaled with the respective BR calculated via SUSY-HIT
[11]: only BRs greater than 0.1 are shown. The point corresponds to m10 = 550 GeV,
cos θu = 0.9, cos θd = 0.9, γ = 20, r = 0.2, tanβ = 10, sign(µ) = +.
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Figure 8: The SUSY spectrum of the benchmark point with stau NLSP calculated with
our modified version of the softSUSY package [6]. The decays are depicted by the dashed
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even for largish M1/2/m10. The stau NLSP region in figure 5 are close to the upper-
left border of the parameter space, which is associated to the stau becoming more than
light: tachyonic. In the regions of parameter space characterized by a stau NLSP the
tree level and the M1/2-driven radiative contributions to coloured sfermion masses are
comparable. It is therefore necessary to include the latter contribution in order to test
the TGM prediction for the sfermion mass ratios. The stau is not expected to decay
to the gravitino in the detector. One can then use searches for heavy charged stable
particles, on top of inclusive ones.
5 TGM phenomenology at the LHC
The search for SUSY with MET at the LHC has made remarkable progresses with respect
to the previous experiments. The favourable beam energy and the large luminosity
collected are the basic ingredients that determined this improvement. On the other
hand, many progresses have been made also on the analysis technique, with new ideas
introduced to suppress the background and increase the signal sensitivity. The ATLAS
and CMS experiments have collected so far ∼ 5 fb−1 at 7 TeV and are expected to
collect ∼ 20 fb−1 at 8 TeV. The current limits are pushing the masses of the coloured
superpartners above the 1 TeV threshold for generic MSSM models [18, 19], while lower
masses are allowed for stop and sbottom in the case of models with large mass splitting
among the third family and the others [20, 21]. So far, the possibility of light charginos
and neutralinos has been tested only through multi lepton final states [22, 23], which
suffer from the suppression coming from Z → `` and W → `ν branching ratios. The
increase in the center of mass energy will be beneficial to push the mass limits on squarks
and gluino above the TeV scale, while the search for light EW gauginos will be pushed
by the larger collected luminosity.
In this scenario, a possible hint of new physics could emerge by the end of 2012, but
even in this situation the mission would be far from being accomplished. The search
for SUSY would be completed by the characterization of a possible excess in terms of a
specific SUSY model, to possibly underline the nature of the SUSY breaking mechanism
and of its mediation. Accomplishing this goal, sometimes referred to as the inverse LHC
problem [24], would imply the use of kinematic variables sensitive to the mass of the
produced particles in as many final states as possible.
The TGM class of models offers a rich phenomenology at the LHC, challenging the
experiments on several fronts at the same time (e.g. high mass searches, compressed
gaugino spectra, . . . ) and allowing several many interesting possibilities, such as Higgs
production in SUSY cascades. In this respect, TGM is an interesting playground on
which the performances of different searches (e.g. hadronic vs. leptonic searches) could
be compared, and, on top of that, it comes with a specific prediction on the ratio of
sfermion masses, which should be tested by experiments in case an excess is found.
A full review of all the analyses presented by ATLAS and CMS and their implications
on TGM goes beyond the scope of this paper. Instead, we consider only the CMS razor
analysis [25, 21], which offers a set of interesting features:
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1. It considers simultaenously six final states (1µ1e, 2µ, 2e, 1µ, 1e, and hadronic)
providing in one goal the combination of six different analyses.
2. It gives a competitive limit on all the signatures it is sensitive to, giving a reasonable
estimate of the current constraints from the full LHC SUSY program.
3. Besides being sensitive to a signal, it also offers some information on the underlying
SUSY spectrum, in case a signal is seen.
This last feature is particularly interesting for TGM models. From the general dis-
cussion in appendix C we see that as far as our spectrum is characterized by two well
defined mass scales, namely corresponding to q˜, u˜c and d˜c squarks, the distribution of
the MR variable will identify the latter as two different peaks of definite mass. More
specifically such peaks will occur for those values of M∆, see eq. (57), corresponding to
the decays of the squarks towards the NLSP. The peculiar phenomenological prediction
of minimal unified TGM, the ratio in equation (7) would then be translated to a ratio
between the position of the two peaks in the distribution of MR given by
Md
c,l
∆
M q,u
c,ec
∆
=
√
2
(
1 +
m2NLSP
2m210
+ . . .
)
. (38)
Unfortunately the situation just depicted is too simplistic as many different effects tend
to broaden the MR distribution, causing a partial or total overlap of the different peaks.
Anyway, with high luminosity and sufficient separation (& 30% of the peak position)
one could distinguish the peaks even in presence of detector effects.
5.1 Analysis of the benchmark points
We start by computing the SUSY spectrum evolving the parameters of eqs. (3) and (4)
with the RGEs described in appendix B down to low energies using a modified version
of the softSUSY package [6]; knowing the spectrum we calculate the branching ratios via
SUSY-HIT [11]. Then we generate a sample of SUSY events at the center of mass energy
of 7 TeV using PYTHIA8 [27]. We cluster jets from the stable particles in the event,
ignoring neutrinos and the NLSP, with the anti-Kt jet algorithm [28] as implemented in
FASTJET [29, 30]. The energy of the generator level jets is then modified in order to take
into account the detector resolution of the CMS detector [31]. The resolution is modeled
according to a Gaussian response function both for the jet transverse momenta and the
missing transverse energy (MET).
Our emulation of the CMS razor analysis follows the guideline provided by the CMS
collaboration [26]. We emulate the performances of the CMS detector according to the
provided instructions before applying the analysis selection. We use the events surviving
the selection to build the 2D R2 vs MR distributions for the six exclusive boxes, which
are used to derive a limit on the cross section for a given SUSY model. The limit is
computed running the code provided by the CMS collaboration, which combines the
six exclusive boxes and incorporate the uncertainty on the signal and the background
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Figure 9: Relative fraction of signal events in the six razor boxes, for the three consid-
ered benchmark models.
distributions. It is interesting to compare the distribution of MR and R
2 in different
boxes. In case of an observation, the prominence of the different MR peaks in different
boxes could be used to understand which sparticles could have been produced in the
collision or in the decay.
Different boxes are differently important for different models (see Fig. 9). For in-
stance, the wino benchmark model is characterized by the production of ewkinos, which
are too close in mass for the model to be observable. In this case, SUSY production
is accessible only through the associated jet production, which explains why the events
fraction in the hadronic box is very close to one. For the other models the event frac-
tion in the hadronic box goes down to ∼ 80%, while ∼ 5 − 10% of the events fill the
single-lepton and the MuMu boxes. Given the larger background contamination in the
Had box, a larger yield does not necessarily correspond to a better signal-to-background
discrimination.
We show in figure 10 the MR and R
2 projections for the hadronic, leptonic, and
semileptonic boxes in the benchmark points under analysis. One could notice that the
different decay chains produce different distributions, even within one model. The pres-
ence of two competitive decay chains in one model generates a multimodal distribution,
each local maximum corresponding to a different mass split between the produced spar-
ticle and the NLSP. One should notice that we further assume the stable staus to be too
slow to be detected with the ordinary event reconstruction5.
5Recently, it was also pointed out that these particles could receive a boost if produced in the cascade
decay of heavier particles. In this case they should be detected as ordinary muons, with no missing
energy in the event. In this sense, any conclusion we obtain neglecting this effect overestimates the
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Figure 10: MR (left) and R
2 (right) distributions for a set of TGM benchmark points,
as obtained for the CMS razor hadronic (top), leptonic (center), and dileptonic (bottom)
boxes.
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The MR distribution is characterized by two peaks. The broad peak around 1 TeV
in the hadronic box for the stau and the bino models is the overlap of the competing
gluino-gluino and squark-gluino production mechanisms. Due to the resolution in MR
and the small mass differences between the squarks and the gluino, it is not possible to
resolve the different peaks. This peak is also present in the leptonic boxes, the lepton
being produced in the cascade decays of the squarks, typically from W and Z bosons
coming from ewkinos.
The second peak at low MR has a different origin. The events around this peak
originate from the production of charginos and neutralinos. Being very close in mass,
these particles tend to produce soft objects (jets or leptons) when decaying to the NLSP.
These events are in general rejected by the event selection, which requires two jets with
a transverse momentum of at least 60 GeV, unless the charginos and neutralinos are
produced in association with at least two jets coming from initial or final state radiation.
In this case, the visible jet and the invisible massive particles do not originate from the
decay of a heavy sparticle, as the razor construction assumes. These events correspond
to a non resonant production and no peak in MR is expected. If the jet pT requirement
was lower, one would see a falling distribution for MR. On the other hand, only events
with two energetic jets enter the distribution. These events have an intrinsic requirement
on the minimum visible energy of the event, which (due to the correlation between MR
and the visible energy) scalps the MR distribution at low values, producing what looks
like a peak at low MR. Unlike the case of genuine kinematic peaks, the position of
this peak is not related to the SUSY spectrum, being a model-independent artifact of
the event selection. The abundance of these events is maximal for hadronic events and
reduced for one-lepton events, while it become subdominant for two-lepton events. In
the case of the wino benchmark point the split in mass between the chargino and the
neutralino is so small that the leptons are undetected in the majority of the cases. As a
consequence, almost all the events fall in the hadronic box. The relative importance of
the two contributions in different boxes could give an insight of the relative cross sections
for the two classes of process, which eventually could allow to constrain the mass scale
associated to the produced particles.
Following the instructions given by CMS [26] we compute the excluded cross section
for each benchmark model and compare it to the next to leading order (NLO) value,
obtained running PROSPINO [32]. In the case of the stau benchmark point one would
need a more detailed detector simulation to correctly take into account the fraction of
events in which the two staus actually contribute to the missing transverse energy in the
event. If this fraction is small, the limit would be much weaker than what is quoted in
Table 4.
The largest sensitivity comes from the hadronic box, which collects the majority of
the events originating from the production of colored sparticles. The improvement due
to the leptonic boxes is marginal for the considered benchmark models. The stau and
the bino models are not excluded. But the observed limit is not far from the model
sensitivity of the razor analysis to these models, since a misidentification of the stau as a muon would
reduce the value of R2 and consequently the efficiency of the analysis.
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Model NLO SUSY Had-box excluded Total excluded
cross section [pb] cross section [pb] cross section [pb]
TGM bino 0.027 0.024 0.019
TGM wino 12.02 4.3 3.5
TGM stau 0.002 0.010 0.008
Table 4: Theoretical NLO SUSY cross section for the three benchmark points obtained
from PROSPINO [32] compared to the excluded cross section (at 95% probability) estimated
with our implementation of the razor analysis by the CMS collaboration, according to
the procedure given by the CMS collaboration [26]. Both the limit from the Hadronic
box and the combined limit are shown.
cross section, such that the analysis of the 8 TeV data could already rule them out. The
wino point is excluded, despite being the most challenging. This proves that the cross
section production for ewkinos lighter than 200 GeV is already probed by the 7 TeV
LHC data, the cross section being above 1 pb. Additional sensitivity could be provided
by dedicated searches for directly-produced charginos and neutralinos. The exclusion
reach by the ATLAS [33] and CMS [34] multilepton analyses, obtained considering the
full 8 TeV statistics, is not good enough to cover the benchmark models we considered.
This is mainly due to the large chargino and neutralino masses and the corresponding
suppression of the production cross section. These benchmark models could be probed
with the next LHC run, thanks to the larger production cross section and the larger
expected statistics.
Finally, in the case in which the NLSP is the stau some bounds on its mass can be set
from the searches on the heavy charged stable particles, as anticipated in section 4.4.3:
the stau, indeed, decays to the gravitino outside the detector. Such limits in the TGM
framework are in general less restrictive than those in MGM since the additive tree level
contribution to stau soft mass term accounts for a comparably smaller production cross
section. As shown in figure 11, the recent experimental results allows a TGM stau mass
larger than 220 ÷ 250 GeV. In that plot, we have varied m10 from 450 to 1250 GeV and
fixed the other parameters at the values of the stau benchmark point.
6 Summary and conclusions
We studied the LHC phenomenology of a minimal unified realization of Tree-level Gauge
Mediation, in particular the possibility to test its peculiar prediction for the sfermion
mass ratios. We did this in three steps.
First, we provided a detailed definition of the Lagrangian of the model and of the
relevant parameters, taking into account the possible deviations from SO(10) relations
due to the contributions of the non-renormalizable operators necessary to fix the GUT
prediction for the light fermion mass ratios.
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Figure 11: In order to set some limits on the NLSP stau mass we calculated the
predicted theoretical cross section and then compared the latter with the observed 95%
CL upper limit [35]. The black line represents the experimental bound on the cross
section taking into account only the selection based on the tracker, while the red line
is based also on the time of flight (TOF). The green line gives the theoretical direct
production cross sections for staus on which we added the subleading contribution of the
indirect stau production owed to the squark and gluino channels, all of these contribution
computed through PROSPINO [32]. All in all we can give a mass bound for the stau of
220 ÷ 250 GeV.
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Then we discussed the precise determination of the low energy spectrum in terms
of the above parameters. In particular, we provided analytical formulas for the RGE
running and a numerical implementation in softSUSY. The possible deviations from GUT
relations turn out not to affect the tree-level predictions for the sfermion mass ratios.
However, we pointed out that they can give rise to largely non-universal gaugino masses
without any conflict with the unification of gauge couplings. The non-universality arises
from the flavour structure of the messenger interactions. Even in the limit in which the
SO(10) breaking effects are small and only significantly affect the small Yukawa couplings
of the first families, the effect on gaugino masses can be sizeable. This is because gaugino
masses are equally sensitive to the ratio of the larger third family Yukawa couplings and
to the ratio of the smaller first family couplings, more likely to be affected by O (1)
effects. As a consequence of the possible non-universality of gaugino masses, the Wino
can be lighter than the Bino. Still, gaugino masses satisfy a sum rule, eq. (12), which
can be considered as another smoking gun of minimal unified TGM.
Another important aspect related to the determination of the TeV-scale spectrum
has to do with A-terms. Usually in gauge mediation no A-terms are generated at the one-
loop level at the messenger scale. This is not the case here. In fact, the MSSM fields and
the minimal gauge mediation messengers lie in the same SO(10) multiplets, so that the
messenger-messenger-Z coupling generating gaugino masses are accompanied by matter-
messenger-Z couplings generating non-vanishing A-terms at the messenger scale. The
size of the A-terms depends on whether the heavier of the three families of messengers is
significantly lighter than the GUT scale or not. The latter case, corresponding to third
family Yukawas of order one in the full SO(10) theory, gives rise to larger A-terms but
is more model-dependent, as it depends on unknown details of the full SO(10) theory.
In turn, the possibility of sizeable A-terms allows to account for a 125 GeV light Higgs
for sfermion masses within the LHC reach. On the other hand, the Higgs mass can
be raised above the MSSM prediction with a suitable implementation of the NMSSM
setup. Another interesting property of the A-terms in TGM is that only the third family
A-terms are non negligible, as the first and second family are suppressed by powers of
small Yukawa couplings. This solves the supersymmetric CP problem.
Different possible types of spectra can be obtained, in particular as far as the NLSP
is concerned. In TGM models, the Lightest Supersymmetric Particle is the gravitino.
The NLSP turns out to be a bino-like neutralino, a wino-like neutralino, or a stau.
The possibility that the lightest neutralino is wino like is opened by the possible non-
universality of gaugino masses. We have therefore considered three benchmark points
representative of each of those possibilities.
Finally, we studied the LHC signals associated to each benchmark point, considering
in particular the possibility to test the sfermion mass ratio prediction. TGM turns out
to be an interesting playground on which the performances of different searches can be
compared. From this point of view we found that the razor inclusive analysis by CMS
was an ideal tool.
For each benchmark point, we computed the SUSY spectrum by running the pa-
rameters of the model from the GUT to the TeV scale using a modified version of the
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softSUSY package. We evaluated the possible signatures at the LHC applying the selec-
tion of the CMS Razor analysis, discussing the interesting interplay between the different
production processes and decay chains in the different boxes in which the Razor search
is defined. We also studied other interesting features of the TGM benchmark models, as
for instance the long-living staus, the compressed chargino-neutralino spectrum and the
large mass difference between the colored particles and the rest of the spectrum. The
TGM class of models can accomodate the lack of a SUSY signal so far and the possibility
of observing one with the 8 TeV data, or with the first data collected at higher energy
at the LHC restart.
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A Flavour structure of the superpotential
In this appendix, we discuss the expectations for the size of the parameters cDi,Li . As
we have seen in section 3.2, the breaking of SO(10) and SUSY must involve spinorial
representations. In particular, the 16, 16 fields acquire a vev M in the scalar, SM
singlet component and 16′, 16′ acquire a vev in the F -term SM singlet component. As
in section 3.2, we will actually assume for simplicity that only 16′ gets an F -term and
we further assume that the 16 and 16′ are the only spinorial representations coupling
to matter bilinears. For convenience we remind the form of the most general R-parity
invariant superpotential bilinear in the matter fields 16i + 10i, eq. (14):
W2 = hij16i10j16+ h
′
ij16i10j16
′ +
yij
2
16i16j10+W
NR
2 . (39)
In the previous equation, a mass term µij10i10j has been assumed to be absent to obtain
a “pure” embedding of the SM fields in SO(10) representations and to avoid reintro-
ducing the flavour problem [2]. The (model-dependent) non-renormalizable part is not
specified but it is supposed to bring the fermion mass ratios to the phenomenologically
correct values.
In order to identify the light Yukawa couplings we need to specify better the embed-
ding of the light Higgs fields, deepening the discussion in section 3.1. The light hd can
be contained in the doublet component of the 16, h16d , in the doublet of the 16
′, h16′d
or in a 10, with the size of the total component in spinorial representations given by
sin θd. The field hd could be in principle also be embedded in a spinorial representation
different from 16 and 16′ and not coupling to the matter bilinears, but we assume that
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this is not the case. We can use an angle α to measure how hd is shared by the two
spinorial representations:
h16d = sin θd cosαhd + . . . , h
16′
d = sin θd sinαhd + . . . . (40)
From eqs. (39) and (40) we can recover the SM Yukawa couplings λU,D,E and λˆD,E in
eq. (3) as follows:
λU = cos θu y + λ
NR
U ,
λE = sin θd(cosαh+ sinαh
′) + λNRE , λD = sin θd(cosαh+ sinαh
′) + λNRD ,
λˆE = cos θd y + λˆ
NR
E , λˆD = cos θd y + λˆ
NR
D ,
(41)
where the superscript ”NR” denotes a correction vanishing in the limit WNR2 → 0.
From eqs. (41) one can see that the simplest possible relation between the parameters
hD,L and the MSSM Yukawas is obtained when hd is entirely in the 16 and the non-
renormalizable contributions are negligible, in which case we obtain eq. (17). In order
to account for the general case, we have introduced new parameters cDi,Li defined by
hDi = cDiλDi/ sin θd , hLi = cLiλLi/ sin θd , (42)
The cDi,Li coefficients can be written in terms of the parameters in eqs. eq. (41) as
follows:
cLi =
1
cosα+ sinαγLi
+ (cLi)NR, cDi =
1
cosα+ sinαγDi
+ (cDi)NR. (43)
The equations above allow to set an appropriate range for these coefficients. In the limit
in which hd lies in the 16 only (α = 0), cDi,Li = 1 at the renormalizable level. In the
limit in which hd lies in the 16
′ only (α = pi/2), on the other hand, the parameters cDi,Li
can be smaller, especially if the parameters γD,L in (19) enhance gaugino masses.
B One-loop RGEs
In this section we shall present the RGEs for the full theory below the GUT scale [36].
In all of the following equations we will use the common definition t ≡ lnµ where µ is
the renormalization scale.
B.1 Gauge couplings
The RGEs for the gauge couplings are
(4pi)2
dga
dt
= β(1)ga , (44)
where
β(1)ga = g
3
a
∑
R
Ba(R) (45)
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and
B3 =
∑
R
B3(R) = −3 + ND
c +ND
2
, (46a)
B2 =
∑
R
B2(R) = 1 +
NL +NLc
2
, (46b)
B1 =
∑
R
B1(R) =
33
5
+
3
5
(1
3
NDc +
1
3
ND +
1
2
NL +
1
2
NLc
)
, (46c)
where NDc is the number of D
c fields and similar for the other N .
B.2 Gaugino masses
In terms of the results obtained for the gauge couplings one has
(4pi)2
dMa
dt
= 2g2aBaMa . (47)
B.3 Yukawa couplings
In the following equations, the integration of the heavy chiral messengers at their mass
scale is taken into account by setting to zero the corresponding entries of the Yukawa
matrices. We note that the part proportional to the gauge coupling does not depend on
the number of flavours that are switched on since it is directly related to the specific λ
parameter under study. Incidentally we note that if some of the flavours are frozen out
this will also act on the meaning of the various traces appearing in the equations.
(4pi)2
dλU
dt
= λU
[
Tr(3λ†UλU ) + 3λ
†
UλU + λ
†
DλD + λˆ
†
DλˆD −
16
3
g23 − 3g22 −
13
15
g21
]
(48a)
(4pi)2
dλD
dt
= λD
[
Tr(3λ†DλD + 3λˆ
†
DλˆD + λ
†
EλE + λˆ
†
EλˆE) + 3λ
†
DλD + 3λˆ
†
DλˆD + λ
†
UλU
]
− λD
[16
3
g23 + 3g
2
2 +
7
15
g21
]
(48b)
(4pi2)
dλE
dt
=
[
Tr(3λ†DλD + 3λˆ
†
DλˆD + λ
†
EλE + λˆ
†
EλˆE) + 3λEλ
†
E + 3λˆEλˆ
†
E
]
λE
−
[
3g22 +
9
5
g21
]
λE (48c)
(4pi2)
dλˆD
dt
= λˆD
[
Tr(3λ†DλD + 3λˆ
†
DλˆD + λ
†
EλE + λˆ
†
EλˆE) + 3λˆ
†
DλˆD + 3λ
†
DλD + λ
†
UλU
]
− λˆD
[16
3
g23 + 3g
2
2 +
7
15
g21
]
(48d)
(4pi2)
dλˆE
dt
=
[
Tr(3λ†DλD + 3λˆ
†
DλˆD + λ
†
EλE + λˆ
†
EλˆE) + 3λEλ
†
E + 3λˆEλˆ
†
E
− 3g22 −
9
5
g21
]
λˆE (48e)
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B.4 The µ parameter and other bilinear terms in the superpotential
The running of the dimension one parameters in the superpotential is given by
(4pi)2
dµ
dt
= µ
[
Tr(3λ†DλD + 3λˆ
†
DλˆD + 3λ
†
UλU + λ
†
EλE + λˆ
†
EλˆE)− 3g22 −
3
5
g21
]
(49a)
(4pi)2
dMD
dt
= 2λˆD
(
λˆ†DMD + λD
†MdD
)
−
(16
3
g23 +
4
15
g21
)
MD (49b)
(4pi)2
dMdD
dt
= 2λD
(
λˆ†DMD + λD
†MdD
)
−
(16
3
g23 +
4
15
g21
)
MdD (49c)
(4pi)2
dML
dt
= λˆTE
(
λ∗EMlL + λˆ
∗
EML
)
−
(
3g22 +
3
5
g21
)
ML (49d)
(4pi)2
dMlL
dt
= λTE
(
λ∗EMlL + λˆ
∗
EML
)
−
(
3g22 +
3
5
g21
)
MlL (49e)
B.5 Trilinear SUSY breaking interactions
Now we turn to the study of the SUSY breaking interaction terms of the Lagrangian.
The running of the A-terms is given by
(4pi)2
dAU
dt
= AU
[
Tr(3λ†UλU ) + 5λ
†
UλU + λ
†
DλD + λˆ
†
DλˆD −
16
3
g23 − 3g22 −
13
15
g21
]
+ 2λU
[
Tr(3λ†UAU ) + 2λ
†
UAU + λ
†
DAD + λˆ
†
DAˆD
+
16
3
M3g
2
3 + 3M2g
2
2 +
13
15
M1g
2
1
]
(50a)
(4pi)2
dAD
dt
= AD
[
Tr(3λ†DλD + 3λˆ
†
DλˆD + λ
†
EλE + λˆ
†
EλˆE) + 5λ
†
DλD + 5λˆ
†
DλˆD
+ λ†UλU −
16
3
g23 − 3g22 −
7
15
g21
]
+ 2λD
[
Tr(3λ†DAD + 3λˆ
†
DAˆD + λ
†
EAE + λˆ
†
EAˆE) + 2λ
†
DAD + 2λˆ
†
DAˆD
+ λ†UAU +
16
3
M3g
2
3 + 3M2g
2
2 +
7
15
M1g
2
1
]
(50b)
(4pi)2
dAE
dt
= AE
[
Tr(3λ†DλD + 3λˆ
†
DλˆD + λ
†
EλE + λˆ
†
EλˆE) + 5λ
†
EλE − 3g22 −
9
5
g21
]
+ 2λE
[
Tr(3λ†DAD + 3λˆ
†
DAˆD + λ
†
EAE + λˆ
†
EAˆE) + 2λ
†
EAE
+ 3M2g
2
2 +
9
5
M1g
2
1
]
+ 5AˆEλˆ
†
EλE + 4λˆEλˆ
†
EAE (50c)
(4pi)2
dAˆD
dt
= AˆD
[
Tr(3λ†DλD + 3λˆ
†
DλˆD + λ
†
EλE + λˆ
†
EλˆE) + 5λ
†
DλD + 5λˆ
†
DλˆD
+ λ†UλU −
16
3
g23 − 3g22 −
7
15
g21
]
+ 2λˆD
[
Tr(3λ†DAD + 3λˆ
†
DAˆD + λ
†
EAE + λˆ
†
EAˆE) + 2λ
†
DAD + 2λˆ
†
DAˆD
+ λ†UAU +
16
3
M3g
2
3 + 3M2g
2
2 +
7
15
M1g
2
1
]
(50d)
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(4pi)2
dAˆE
dt
= AˆE
[
Tr(3λ†DλD + 3λˆ
†
DλˆD + λ
†
EλE + λˆ
†
EλˆE) + 5λˆ
†
EλˆE − 3g22 −
9
5
g21
]
+ 2λˆE
[
Tr(3λ†DAD + 3λˆ
†
DAˆD + λ
†
EAE + λˆ
†
EAˆE) + 2λˆ
†
EAˆE
+ 3M2g
2
2 +
9
5
M1g
2
1
]
+ 5AEλE
†λˆE + 4λEλE†AˆE (50e)
B.6 The Bµ term and other bilinear SUSY breaking parameters
The running of the dimension 2 coefficients of the holomorphic terms in the soft breaking
Lagrangian is given by
(4pi)2
dB
dt
= B
[
Tr(3λ†UλU + 3λ
†
DλD + 3λˆ
†
DλˆD + λ
†
EλE + λˆ
†
EλˆE)− 3g22 −
3
5
g21
]
+ 2µ
[
Tr(3λ†UAU + 3λ
†
DAD + 3λˆ
†
DAˆD + λ
†
EAE + λˆ
†
EAˆE)
+ 3M2g
2
2 +
3
5
M1g
2
1
]
(51a)
(4pi)2
dBD
dt
= 2λˆD
(
λˆ†DBD + λ
†
DBdD
)
+ 4AˆD
(
λˆ†DMD + λ
†
DMdD
)
−BD
(16
3
g23 +
4
15
g21
)
+MD
(32
3
M3g
2
3 +
8
15
M1g
2
1
)
(51b)
(4pi)2
dBdD
dt
= 2λD
(
λˆ†DBD + λ
†
DBdD
)
+ 4AD
(
λˆ†DMD + λ
†
DMdD
)
−BdD
(16
3
g23 +
4
15
g21
)
+MdD
(32
3
M3g
2
3 +
8
15
M1g
2
1
)
(51c)
(4pi)2
dBL
dt
= λˆTE
(
λ∗EBlL + λˆ
∗
EBL
)
+ 2AˆTE
(
λ∗EMlL + λˆ
∗
EML
)
−BL
(
3g22 +
3
5
g21
)
+ML
(
6M2g
2
2 +
6
5
M1g
2
1
)
(51d)
(4pi)2
dBlL
dt
= λTE
(
λ∗EBlL + λˆ
∗
EBL
)
+ 2ATE
(
λ∗EMlL + λˆ
∗
EML
)
−BlL
(
3g22 +
3
5
g21
)
+MlL
(
6M2g
2
2 +
6
5
M1g
2
1
)
. (51e)
B.7 Soft scalar masses
Finally we study the running of the sfermion and Higgs masses parameters. It is conve-
nient to define the quantity
S = m2hu −m2hd + Tr(m2q − 2m2uc +m2dc −m2l +m2ec +m2Dc −m2Dc −m2L +m2L) . (52)
As usual, below the scale where a degree of freedom is integrated out the corresponding
entries in the m2 matrices will vanish in S and in the equations below. The RGE
equations are then
(4pi)2
dm2hu
dt
= 6 Tr
(
(m2hu +m
2
q)λ
†
UλU + λ
†
Um
2
ucλU +A
†
UAU
)
36
− 6|M2|2g22 −
6
5
|M1|2g21 +
3
5
g21S (53a)
(4pi)2
dm2hd
dt
= Tr
(
6(m2hd +m
2
q)λ
†
DλD + 6(m
2
hd
+m2q)λˆ
†
DλˆD + 2(m
2
hd
+m2l )λE
†λE
+ 2(m2hd +m
2
L)λˆ
†
EλˆE + 2λ
†
EλˆEm
2
lL + 2λˆ
†
EλEm
2
lL
†
+ 6λ†Dm
2
dDλˆD
+ 6λˆ†Dm
2
dD
†
λD + 6λ
†
Dm
2
dcλD + 6λˆ
†
Dm
2
Dc λˆD + 2λ
†
Em
2
ecλE + 2λˆ
†
Em
2
ec λˆE
)
+ 2 Tr
(
3A†DAD + 3Aˆ
†
DAˆD +A
†
EAE + Aˆ
†
EAˆE
)
− 6|M2|2g22 −
6
5
|M1|2g21 −
3
5
g21S (53b)
(4pi)2
dm2q
dt
= (m2q + 2m
2
hu)λ
†
UλU + (m
2
q + 2m
2
hd
)(λ†DλD + λˆ
†
DλˆD)
+ (λ†UλU + λ
†
DλD + λˆ
†
DλˆD)m
2
q + 2(A
†
UAU +A
†
DAD + Aˆ
†
DAˆD)
+ 2(λ†Um
2
ucλU + λ
†
Dm
2
dcλD + λˆ
†
Dm
2
Dc λˆD + λˆ
†
Dm
2
dD
†
λD + λD
†m2dDλˆD)
− 32
3
|M3|2g23 − 6|M2|2g22 −
2
15
|M1|2g21 +
1
5
g21S (53c)
(4pi)2
dm2l
dt
= (m2l + 2m
2
hd
)λ†EλE +m
2
lL
†
λˆ†EλE + λ
†
EλEm
2
l + λ
†
EλˆEm
2
lL
+ 2λ†Em
2
ecλE + 2A
†
EAE − 6|M2|2g22 −
6
5
|M1|2g21 −
3
5
g21S (53d)
(4pi)2
dm2uc
dt
= 2(m2uc + 2m
2
hu)λUλ
†
U + 2λUλ
†
Um
2
uc + 4λUm
2
qλ
†
U + 4AUA
†
U
− 32
3
|M3|2g23 −
32
15
|M1|2g21 −
4
5
g21S (53e)
(4pi)2
dm2dc
dt
= 2(m2dc + 2m
2
hd
)λDλ
†
D + 2m
2
dDλˆDλ
†
D + 2λDλ
†
Dm
2
dc + 2λDλˆ
†
Dm
2
dD
†
+ 4λDm
2
qλ
†
D + 4ADA
†
D −
32
3
|M3|2g23 −
8
15
|M1|2g21 +
2
5
g21S (53f)
(4pi)2
dm2ec
dt
= 2(m2ec + 2m
2
hd
)(λEλ
†
E + λˆEλˆ
†
E) + 2(λEλ
†
E + λˆEλˆ
†
E)m
2
ec
+ 4(λEm
2
l λ
†
E + λˆEm
2
Lλˆ
†
E + λEm
2
lL
†
λˆ†E + λˆEm
2
lLλ
†
E) + 4(AEA
†
E + AˆEAˆ
†
E)
− 24
5
|M1|2g21 +
6
5
g21S (53g)
(4pi)2
dm2Dc
dt
= 2(m2Dc + 2m
2
hd
)λˆDλˆ
†
D + 2m
2
dD
†
λDλˆ
†
D + 2λˆDλˆ
†
Dm
2
Dc + 2λˆDλ
†
Dm
2
dD
+ 4λˆDm
2
qλˆ
†
D + 4AˆDAˆ
†
D −
32
3
|M3|2g23 −
8
15
|M1|2g21 +
2
5
g21S (53h)
(4pi)2
dm2
Dc
dt
= −32
3
|M3|2g23 −
8
15
|M1|2g21 −
2
5
g21S (53i)
(4pi)2
dm2dD
dt
= 2(m2dc + 2m
2
hd
)λDλˆ
†
D + 2λDλ
†
Dm
2
dD + 2λDλˆ
†
Dm
2
Dc + 2m
2
dDλˆDλˆ
†
D
37
+ 4λDm
2
qλˆD
†
+ 4ADAˆ
†
D (53j)
(4pi)2
dm2
L
dt
= −6|M2|2g22 −
6
5
|M1|2g21 +
3
5
g21S (53k)
(4pi)2
dm2L
dt
= (m2L + 2m
2
hd
)λˆ†EλˆE +m
2
lLλ
†
EλˆE + λˆ
†
EλˆEm
2
L + λˆ
†
EλEm
2
lL
†
+ 2λˆ†Em
2
ec λˆE + 2Aˆ
†
EAˆE − 6|M2|2g22 −
6
5
|M1|2g21 −
3
5
g21S (53l)
(4pi)2
dm2lL
dt
= (m2L + 2m
2
hd
)λˆ†EλE +m
2
lLλ
†
EλE + λˆ
†
EλEm
2
l + λˆ
†
EλˆEm
2
lL
+ 2λˆ†Em
2
ecλE + 2Aˆ
†
EAE . (53m)
B.8 Approximate analytical running of Higgs mass parameters
A sometimes useful simple approximation for the solutions of the RGEs for the soft mass
terms is obtained in the limit in which tanβ is moderate, so that only the top Yukawa
coupling is relevant in the equations above, and the squared gaugino masses and A-terms
are negligible compared to m210. In such a case, the only soft terms that run significantly
are m2hu and the stop squared mass parameters m
2
q3 and m
2
uc3
, for which we have (see,
e.g. appendix of [37])
m2hu(M
2
Z) = m
2
hu(MGUT)−
1
2
m2U ρ = −
1
2
m210 (4 + 5(−2 + ρ) sin2 θu)
m2q3(M
2
Z) = m
2
q3(MGUT)−
1
6
m2U ρ = m
2
10
(
1− 5
6
ρ sin2 θu
)
m2uc3(M
2
Z) = m
2
uc3
(MGUT)− 1
3
m2U ρ = m
2
10
(
1− 5
3
ρ sin2 θu
)
,
(54)
where m2U = (m
2
hu
+ m2q3 + m
2
uc3
)MGUT = 5 sin
2 θum
2
10, m
2
hu
(MGUT) = (−2 cos2 θu +
3 sin2 θu)m
2
10, m
2
q3(MGUT) = m
2
uc3
(MGUT) = m
2
10 and
ρ = 1− exp
(
12
∫
dt
(4pi)2
λ2t (t)
)
, 0 < ρ < 1 . (55)
A typical value of ρ is ρ ∼ 0.7.
C Razor
The razor analysis [25] is a fairly recent approach that has been introduced by the CMS
collaboration to discriminate New Physics signals over SM backgrounds in situations in
which there is a presence of large EmissT . The framework is designed to perfectly fit to
a situation in which from parton collisions two heavy particles (G1, G2), whose mass
is significantly larger than those of SM particles, are produced. The decays of the Gi’s
are then forced to be described by a dijet topology, in which any of the Gi decays to a
massive unseen particle χi, contributing to E
miss
T , and a massless seen particle Qi, being
38
detected as a jet. In SUSY theories the benchmark scenario for this approach would
thus be the case in which two heavy squarks are produced and then decay to a quark
and a neutralino:
pp→ G1G2 → Q1χ1 +Q2χ2 =⇒ pp→ q˜q˜ → 2j + MET . (56)
For any of the decay chains Gi → Qi + χi one can define the variable
M∆i =
M2Gi −M2χi
MGi
, (57)
which, in the approximation where the heavy Gi’s are produced at threshold and the
Qi’s are massless, corresponds to twice the energy of the Qi’s in the center of mass (CM)
frame.
The reconstruction of the CM frame in events with two undetected particles is not
conceivable, but still it is possible to perform an event by event reconstruction of the
specific reference frame in which the three-momenta of the observed jets coincide. This
reference frame, named R-frame, is an estimator of the CM frame itself: working in it
one can construct a transverse mass MRT ,
MRT ≡
√
EmissT (p
j1
T + p
j1
T )−
−→
EmissT (
−→p j1T +−→p j1T )
2
, (58)
whose distribution would have an edge at M∆ corresponding to the case in which CM
and R frame coincide, and
MR ≡
√
(Ej1 + Ej2)
2 − (pj1z + pj1z )2 , (59)
which peaks at M∆ for signal events.
Given the tools described one could easily discriminate between background and
signal events by means of the razor variable, defined as
R ≡ M
R
T
MR
. (60)
For signal events the distribution of R peaks around 1/2, while for any SM background
it is quite lower: this allows to discriminate between the two by means of smart cuts on
the value of R.
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